IBM Cloud Professional Services

Expertise and innovation
to transform your business
on cloud

Our Five Principles
1. Methodology and assets
We provide the most potent hybrid cloud methodology
and assets available.
2. Deep skills
We curate the most agile, deeply-skilled expert teams
in the industry.

Your mission is not just to
build a cloud infrastructure—
it’s to strategically adopt
cloud and realize its benefits.

3. Fast success
We champion prescriptive, guided cloud adoption journeys
with adaptable blueprints.
4. Confidence
We enable transformations by empowering our clients.
5. World-class support
We deliver world-class support to make sure you succeed.

Think like a startup! We help you innovate by
using modern approaches and quick iterations.

Partner with the leader in cloud
professional services* and the
#1 hybrid cloud provider**.

We align with your business goals.
Our offerings cover all aspects of
cloud and hybrid cloud solutions.

IBM Cloud
Professional
Services
Get the fastest access to IBM
development, support and
technical engineers.

* Technology Business Research
** Synergy Research

The celebration starts when
you achieve your desired ROI.
Let us help you get there!

Depend on more than 3,000 technical professionals
plus hundreds of partners spanning the globe.

What we do
Steps to transformation

Learn
Get motivated
Envision your opportunities, set your
direction, and create your plan.

Start

Prove

Transform

Get organized

Get moving

Get fearless

Assemble and implement the
infrastructure, features, and services
for your hybrid cloud

Define the functions and rules for your
cloud-enabled business, and transition
your workloads to your cloud solution.

Transform a single application or an
entire organization to strengthen
business and IT alignment, and set a
new standard for your strategic solutions.

Capabilities
Envision

Identify
opportunities

Determine the opportunities
data and cloud offer your
business based on your
industry.

Direction
and scope
Develop or refine data
and cloud strategy,
including planning, gap
analysis, and prioritizing
workloads and analytics.

Design

Build

Cloud and
data design

Hybrid cloud
implementation

Define the architectural
requirements, architectural
decisions, and operational
design of your cloud and
analytics solution.

Successfully configure,
implement and deploy
your hybrid cloud.

Business
case

Operational
Management
framework

Define the cost of ownership,
return on investment,
business value or full
business case for your
cloud and analytics solution.

Implement the
management framework
for the operational
environment.

Transform

Innovate

Transitioned
workloads

Transition your new and/
or existing workloads to
the cloud solution.

Adapted
governance
and organization
model

Adapt your governance
and organizational
models for hybrid cloud.

Support + Manage

Cloud native
solution

Cloud technical
support

Design and implement
cloud native business
solutions.

Get help through multiple
channels of engagement;
address complex problems
head-on with our support.

Unlock data

Managed
apps

Design and implement an
enterprise data platform
to enable insights and
cognitive intelligence

Built an app with us?
We’ll help you manage it.

Services offerings
Innovative solution consulting from IBM Cloud specialists
Solution Workshop

MVP Build Up

Health Check

Accelerated Value Program

Let us work with your team to
lay out a foundation for a solution
using proven methodologies and
best practices.

Build and deploy your minimum
viable product (MVP) app with
IBM Cloud expert assistance.

Get a detailed assessment of
your deployment, environment,
and resources to find ways to
improve and optimize.

Have single-point-of-contact support
integrated into your team on a
continuous, ongoing basis, reducing
total PMRs and accelerating time
to resolution.

Design Thinking Workshop

Migration and Upgrade

Fixed-fee Services

Bootcamp

Immerse your team in a creatively
disruptive experience that exposes
your true objectives and guides you
toward innovative success.

Whether changing products,
versions, or platforms, our migration
specialists are dedicated to making
your transition easy.

Many of our most popular
getting-started offerings are available
under simple fixed terms—getting
you started even faster.

Dive into in IBM Cloud technology
and go beyond the basics and core
principles. Take your innovation
to the next level.

IBM Cloud Professional Services
Learn more: ibm.biz/cloud-confidence-center
Contact us: ibmcte@us.ibm.com
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